
GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMPS 

 

What are the benefits of Ground Source Heat-Pumps? 

Ground source heat pumps offer a reliable source of heating and hot water all year round. With high 

efficiency ratings and low running costs, they can be a cost effective alternative to those using 

heating oil, LPG or mains electricity to heat their homes. Depending on your average annual fuel bill, 

you could save up to 75%, couple that with ability to integrate other systems, such as solar thermal 

or back boilers, and you can increase those savings even more. Other key benefits of the system are 

that maintenance is minimal and no fuel deliveries are required, making things just that little bit 

simpler so you can enjoy the benefits of a warm and cost home.  

 

How does Ground Source work? 

We've all grown up with a small heat-pump in our homes in the form of the good old family fridge! 

Some of us have even noticed that there is a radiator on the back of every fridge that gets quite hot 

when room temperature goods are placed inside and the motor gets to work (especially if lots of 

liquids are introduced). 

A ground source heat pump is the same thing, scaled up many, many times. Instead of putting room 

temperature goods into a refrigeration device, heat is drawn from large quantities of water that is 

pumped through, and then sent down into the bedrock through long pipes to take the chill off, 

before coming back to the heat pump (below a couple of meters, bedrock stays a constant 

temperature, 8°-10°C, whatever the season). This cycle provides plenty of heat for your heating and 

hot water, by gently cooling a big volume of bedrock beneath your house, but not so fast that it 

doesn't have a chance to warm back up from its surroundings when the heat pump is not running. 

The point of this exercise is that hot water is used, not only for domestic use, but to provide heat for 

radiators and underfloor heating, and heating water is a very energy intensive process (Think how 

long it takes to boil a 1 liter kettle!). However, pumping water through pipes and swapping heat 

from one body of water to another is relatively easy. This is why heat pumps achieve the seemingly 

impossible task of delivering three or four times more energy as heat than you put in as running 

electricity. This is not magic, the energy is already there in the bedrock as heat. The heat-pump is 

simply collecting it and concentrating it in your home; and very efficiently at that! 

 

What maintenance is required? 

Very little maintenance is required to keep the system running efficiently, an annual service 

agreement is usually required in order to validate any warranty that may have been taken out, and it 

is generally advised that a service is conducted once a year. This will be to check the brine levels, 

check the pumps settings to make sure it is set up correctly, and to inspect the manifolds for any 

signs of damage. 

 

 

 



How big are GSHP's? 

Depending on the size of your system the size of your heat pump may vary, generally the smaller size 

pumps are about the size of an under-counter fridge and the larger pumps, with built in hot water 

tanks, are roughly the size of a fridge freezer.  

 

Can I get 100% of my heating and hot water from a GSHP? 

Yes, ground source heat pumps are capable of providing 100% of your heating and hot water, they 

can also be combined with solar thermal panels and back boilers to achieve even greater efficiency's 

and savings.  

 

What works best with GS, underfloor heating or radiators? 

 

Ground source heating can work with both traditional radiators and underfloor heaters, they are 

also very effective when used with convection heaters. Underfloor heating is often favored when 

using ground source heat pumps, this is due to the fact that they run on a lower temperature than 

normal central heating systems. Traditional radiators also work well with ground source systems, but 

some adjustments, such as increasing the size of the radiator, may need to be done to compensate 

for the lower running temperature.  

 

What work may need to be done to my property?  

 

This entirely depends on the condition of your property, what heating system you currently have 

and what heating distribution system you would like to use (radiators, underfloor, convection etc). It 

is usually the case that your current hot water tank will not be suitable for use with renewable 

technology, so this will probably have to be changed for a suitable tank. Other work may need to be 

done in order to make the property suitable, but all of this will be discussed in detail during the 

planning stage, and all work required will be clearly quoted. 


